
REAL ESTATE MULTIMEDIA PRICING
CONDO TOWNHOUSE DETACHED
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PROPERTY TYPE

STANDARD HDR PHOTOGRAPHY
Standard HDR fusion photography of interior and exterior with standard editing.
Includes single page property website.

$135.00 $175.00 $225.00

CINEMATIC REAL ESTATE VIDEO 
A dynamic video walkthrough captured using cinematic techniques with royalty free music carefully selected to 
compliment the property. Delivered without branding by default

$165.00 $225.00 $265.00

MATTERPORT 3D TOUR
The best virtual walkthrough experience currently available. Interior only. $145.00 $175.00 $225.00

FLOOR PLAN
Note: Floor plan measurements are approximate. Floor plan turnaround is 2 business days. $65.00 $80.00 $95.00

1 MINUTE SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEO 
Vertical video for Facebook, Instagram and TikTok. Excludes audio - Use in app audio for maximum views. $145.00 $190.00 $215.00

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Using up to date UAV technology to capture different perspectives. Maximum 10 images. This service is 
depended on location and weather.

$95.00 $95.00 $95.00
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RUSH SAME DAY DELIVERY - PHOTOS ONLY
Photo's delivered same day before 8PM. $75.00

DETAIL SHOTS / VIGNETTES
Close up lifestyle photographs of highlight features. $65.00

CONDO BUILDING AMENITIES - PHOTOGRAPHY
Access & permision are to be arranged with building management before the shoot. If people are present and 
using the space at the time of the shoot, that speciifc area will not be captured.

$35.00

CUSTOM PROPERTY DOMAIN NAME
Add exclusivity to your single property website by having the address as the domain name such as 123mainst.
com

$45.00

SEASONAL EXTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS
Capture the exteriors of your listing before the weather changes with a separate exterior shoot. $125.00
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ADDITIONAL BRANDED VIDEO
The branded video allows you to have a separate video with your branding and details on that you can use to 
promote yourself while the unbranded video is reserved for MLS use only.

$25.00

AERIAL DRONE VIDEO 
Service dependant on location and weather. Provides a different view point to the standard land based 
elevation shots. Also useful to portray neighbourhood and close by amenities.

$145.00

CONDO BUILDING AMENITIES - VIDEO
Access & permision are to be arranged with building management before the shoot. If people are present and 
using the space at the time of the shoot, that speciifc area will not be captured.

$50.00

NEIGHBOURHOOD VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS
Additional video footage of surroundings. 3-5 attractions within a 2km radius of the listing $95.00

SEASONAL EXTERIOR VIDEO
Capture the exteriors of your listing before the weather changes with a separate exterior shoot. $125.00

ON CAMERA INTRODUCTION
Take your marketing game to the next level and introduce yourself and your listing on your video. Adds 20-45 
seconds at the start and end of the video of you speaking on camera. This option does not include any 
narration or on-camera throughout the video, only the beginning and ending.

$95.00

PRO VOICE OVER FOR VIDEO 
Need to explain that unique property but don't want to be on camera? We've got you covered. Send us a script 
before the shoot and we will get a pro voice over artist that you can choose from our talent pool to narrate your 
video. Note: Price includes a max of 300 words. More than 300 words will incur extra costs. Turnaround for this 
service is 5 business days.

$325.00

PRICES INCLUDE HST. PRICING MAY DIFFER AT TIME OF BOOKING DUE TO INCLUDED TRAVEL FEES OR AUTOMATICALLY APPLIED DISCOUNTS. E&OE


